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Outline
 Introduction
 Scholarly Communication Changes
 Librarians’ traditional and new roles
 New Partnerships

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce myself and areas of expertise to shareReview content of my talk Willing to be interrupted at any time for discussionIntroduce myself.Original title: Value-added Partnerships: Transforming Library Services to Meet the Needs of the 21st Century Academy.This session will present a series of "think pieces" for both�librarians and other campus constituencies to explore as we create new ways�of working together to meet the needs of students, faculty and researchers�of the 21st century. Topics will include new scholarly communication�techniques, digital repositories, new partnerships and ways of marketing our�scholarly outreach activities, and examine the implications for our current�and future workforce. 
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Scholarly Communication Trends

 “Crisis of ’90s
 Increasing amounts of research and 

scholarship born in digital form
 Need to collect and preserve this material
 Examine new scholarly publishing models
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Exploration of New Models
 Digital repositories
 Unified open access to and preservation of the 

electronic collections of works of members of the 
institution’s community

 New model for disseminating scholarship
 Open access journals
 Journals available at no cost to end user
 May or not be refereed 
 Typically available in electronic format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We need new models for managing our scholarly research output and for disseminating that information to our users. Some of the issues we need to address when creating the new model include what we collect, how we address the needs of teachers and scholars, and how we preserve and make accessible this body of material. This evolution of scholarly communication, using new technologies, digital information, and networked environments that are prevalent on college campuses today, has created a truly new environment for scholarly research which requires broad campus conversation.What are some of these new models?Institutional digital repositories provide unified open access to and preservation of the electronic collections of works of members of the institution’s community.Open access journals are journals that are available at no cost to the end user, may or not be refereed, and typically are available in electronic format.
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Content

 Research and scholarship materials
 Dissertations, theses, honors projects
 Working papers, conference papers, preprints, 

journal articles
 Teaching materials
 Learning objects 
 Audio and video materials 
 E portfolios
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Contributors

 Faculty, researchers
 Honors students, undergraduate research
 Archivists and Librarians
 Academic Offices 
 Office of Institutional Research
 Office of Outreach, Cooperative Extension
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another early partner in our IR development is the Graduate School which began its partnership with the library by including PhD dissertations. We then explored the possibility of providing the software, rights management and format support for electronic masters theses as well so they’d have a comprehensive listing of all degrees. Additional functional allows for communities of ETDs to be embedded in departments’ or programs’ IR websites so their scholarship can be showcased to prospective faculty and graduate students.http://scholarworks.umass.edu/etds/http://scholarworks.umass.edu/anthro/
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A faculty member who was publishing a monograph with a University Press had extensive primary materials and footnotes that they could not include in her publication. They suggested that she create a website. She remembered the presentation about ScholarWorks at her faculty department meeting and put this unique material into the IR. http://scholarworks.umass.edu/french_translators/
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Exploration of New Models
 Digital repositories
 Unified open access to and preservation of the 

electronic collections of works of members of the 
institution’s community

 New model for disseminating scholarship
 Open access journals
 Journals available at no cost to end user
 May or not be refereed 
 Typically available in electronic format

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this mean for the transformation of the traditional roles that we just discussed? Can we do this?Looking at the experiences of early IR adopters and the trends in scholarly communication, it’s clear that libraries and librarians must consider that providing IR services is a critical component of their mission. By exploring some of the ways that we can lead the academy in these efforts, we begin to see how librarians’ roles are effective in managing this change and how these roles will become critical to the success of the university over time. Organizing and maintaining digital content Support for faculty as information content contributors and end usersSupport faculty’s open access digital publishing activities. Document preparation expertise (format control, archival standards, etc)Expertise in metadata tagging, authority control, content management to increase access to and use of dataDocument management (new uses for collection development expertise)Critical faculty and administration outreach and education to best showcase the institution’s researchWork closely with faculty, administrators, and other stakeholdersLibrarians will have an extraordinary visibility within the university as they take on these roles. Persistent throughout thiis list of new roles for libraries and librarians is working directly with faculty in new ways. 
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Open Access

 Open access literature is usually defined as 
"digital, online, free of charge, and free of 
most copyright and licensing restrictions" 
(Suber, 2008)

Distribution power of the Internet
 Consent of the author or copyright-holder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Seeks to make scholarly materials such as published and unpublished articles, manuscripts, and datasets available to the public in a way that they never have been before

http://www.earlham.edu/~peters/fos/brief.htm�
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Online or Invisible?
Steve Lawrence, Nature 2001, Vol. 411p.253

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More Visibility for Your WorkMore Citations of Your Work
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Faculty Roles and Open Access

 Faculty Roles
 Authors
 Peer-reviewers
 Editors

 Open access options
 Creative Commons licenses
 SPARC addendum
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Action Steps for Faculty

1. Manage copyright / retain author rights
2. Select journals and publishers with access friendly 

policies
3. Prefer open access grant agencies when seeking 

funding
4. Self-archive 

How are faculty going to address these new roles?
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
The University’s Office of Research, mentioned previously as another strategic partner in our IR development, has several examples of mandated deposits from locally awarded research grants.http://scholarworks.umass.edu/cleanenergy/http://scholarworks.umass.edu/timbr/







Why Libraries? Why Librarians?

 “In general, librarians lead the IR effort in all 
stages of IR development.” – Soo Young Rieh
 Library role as steward of scholarship
 Collection development expertise
 Liaison role with faculty
 Center of expertise on metadata
 Commitment to long-term preservation
 Complementarities of repository and licensed 

digital materials



What is the Value Proposition?
 Delivering Repository Services?
 Integrating into emerging services content 

from diverse collections?
 Negotiating rights environment and building 

consensus?
 Providing Publishing Services?
 Building and sustaining new relationships?
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New Roles and Partnerships!
 Transition to digital collections
 Highlighting what is unique, but of value to other 

scholars and making it accessible
 Utilize existing skills in organizing, and 

providing access
 Enhancing the value of the library by contributing 

to the mission of the institution
 Value to institution, and to the wider scholarly 

community

Presenter
Presentation Notes
	Libraries have a strategic and tactical role to play in moving beyond their traditional custodial role to active engagement in the scholarly communication enterprise. Librarians traditionally have expertise in numerous areas that can be applied to IRs. 
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Partnerships - Old and New
 Academic Computing
 Continuing Education and Outreach
 Faculty 
 Graduate School
 Office of Research
 Students
 Center for Teaching or Faculty Development
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Open Educational Resources
 Made free to use or share, and in some cases, 

to change and share again, made possible 
through licensing

 Both teachers and learners can share what 
they know

 Part of Teaching Commons
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OER Subjects
 Arts
 Business
 Humanities
 Math and Statistics
 Science and Technology
 Social Sciences
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OER Content Types
 Activities
 Games
 Homework assignments
 Lecture notes and plans
 Readings
 Simulations
 Textbooks



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Carnegie Classification background info



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Example of one of our engaged scholarship / outreach sites



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Particular content and show additional functionality, especially geo locator.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another example



Presenter
Presentation Notes
This shows engaged scholarship by categories that faculty use for the annual review:�Research, creative, or professional activity; Teaching; and the third one not shown is Public Service and Outreach





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cornell University Library and Duke University Press established a joint venture to expand and enhance the services of Project Euclid, the premier online information community for mathematics and statistics resources from independent publishers. 





Presenter
Presentation Notes
Nanohub is a hybrid resource serving a fast moving interdisciplinary research field that spans basic and applied science. It offers four categories of content: Simulate, Research, Teach and Learn, Contribute.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Vectors is a peer-reviewed journal that includes submitted and commissioned works addressing social, political, and cultural issues. All projects published in Vectors necessarily must in some way need to be online.
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Open for Discussion

Time for questions
and comments
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Institutional Repository
Selected Bibliography

 Bailey, Charles W. Institutional Repositories, Tout de Suite. 
2008. http://www.digital-scholarship.org

 EDUCAUSE Resource Center on IRs
http://connect.educause.edu/term_view/Institutional%2BRepositori
es

 Gibbons, Susan. Establishing an Institutional Repository
http://docushare.lib.rochester.edu/docushare/dsweb/View/Collectio
n-2193

 OpenDOAR http://www.opendoar.org/
 SPARC Repository Resources

http://www.arl.org/sparc/repositories

http://www.digital-scholarship.org/�
http://connect.educause.edu/term_view/Institutional+Repositories�
http://connect.educause.edu/term_view/Institutional+Repositories�
http://docushare.lib.rochester.edu/docushare/dsweb/View/Collection-2193�
http://docushare.lib.rochester.edu/docushare/dsweb/View/Collection-2193�
http://www.opendoar.org/�
http://www.arl.org/sparc/repositories�
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Scholarly Communication
Selected Bibliography

 ARL New Model Publications
http://www.aarl.org/sc/models-pubs/index.sthml

 Create Change 
http://www.createchange.org

 Scholarly Communication Toolkit 
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlissues/scholarlycomm/scholarl
ycommunicationtoolkit/toolkit.htm

 Scholarly Publishing & Academic Resources 
Coalition (SPARC) http://www.arl.org/sparc

http://www.aarl.org/sc/models-pubs/index.sthml�
http://www.createchange.org/�
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlissues/scholarlycomm/scholarlycommunicationtoolkit/toolkit.htm�
http://www.ala.org/ala/acrl/acrlissues/scholarlycomm/scholarlycommunicationtoolkit/toolkit.htm�
http://www.arl.org/sparc�
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Citation Impact Factor articles

 Antelman, Kristin. “Do Open-Access Articles Have 
a Greater Research Impact”
http://www.la-press.com/include/Antelman.pdf

 Eysenbach, Gunther. “Citation Advantage of Open 
Access Articles”
http://biology.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-
document&doi=10.1371/journal.pbio.0040157&ct=1

 Lawrence, Steve. “Free online availability 
substantially increases a paper's impact”.
Nature 411, 521 (31 May 2001)

http://www.la-press.com/include/Antelman.pdf�
http://biology.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pbio.0040157&ct=1�
http://biology.plosjournals.org/perlserv/?request=get-document&doi=10.1371/journal.pbio.0040157&ct=1�


Library as Publishing Agent
Selected Bibliography

 Borgman, Christine L. 2007. Scholarship in the Digital Age: 
Information, Infrastructure, and the Internet. Cambridge, 
MA: The MIT Press.

 Brown, Laura, Rebecca Griffiths, and Matthew Rascoff. 
University Publishing in a Digital Age. New York: Ithaka, 
2007.

 Candee, Catherine H., and Lynne Withey. 2007. “The 
University of California as Publisher.” ARL: A Bimonthly 
Report, no. 252/253                                          
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/arl-br-252-253-cal.pdf

 Crow, Raym. 2009. “Campus-based Publishing Partnerships: 
a Guide to Critical Issues”. 
http://www.arl.org/sparc/partnering/guide/

http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/159933205&referer=brief_results�
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/159933205&referer=brief_results�
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/159933205&referer=brief_results�
http://www.worldcat.org/oclc/159933205&referer=brief_results�
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/arl-br-252-253-cal.pdf�
http://www.arl.org/sparc/partnering/guide/�


Library as Publishing Agent
Selected Bibliography (continued)

 Hahn, Karla. 2008. “Research Library Publishing Services: 
New Options for University Publishing”
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/research-library-publishing-services.pdf

 Johnson, Richard K., and Judy Luther. 2007. “The E-only 
Tipping Point for Journals: What’s Ahead in the Print-to-
Electronic Zone”.
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/Electronic_Transition.pdf

 Royster, Paul. 2007. “Publishing Original Content in an 
Institutional Repository”.
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libraryscience/126/

 Smith, Abby. 2008. “The Research Library in the 21st Century: 
Collecting, Preserving, and Making Accessible Resources for 
Scholarship.” In No Brief Candle: Reconceiving Research Libraries for 
the 21st Century. Washington, D.C.: Council on Library and Information 
Resources.

http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/research-library-publishing-services.pdf�
http://www.arl.org/bm~doc/Electronic_Transition.pdf�
http://digitalcommons.unl.edu/libraryscience/126/�
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Open Educational Resources
 OER Commons:

http://www.oercommons.org/
 Flat World Knowledge http://www.flatworldknowledge.com/
 CITE: a blog on Course materials, Innovation,

and Technology in Education
http://thecite.blogspot.com/

 Make Textbooks Affordable
http://Maketextbooksaffordable.org

 The Community College Consortium for Open
Educational Resources 
http://cccoer.wordpress.com/

http://www.oercommons.org/�
http://www.flatworldknowledge.com/�
http://thecite.blogspot.com/�
http://maketextbooksaffordable.org/�
http://cccoer.wordpress.com/�
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Thank you

 Contact information:
Marilyn Billings
Scholarly Communication Librarian
University Libraries
University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA
mbillings@library.umass.edu

mailto:mbillings@library.umass.edu�
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/us/�
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